
Kwan Ying Dao Lineage from 1982 Demo-
Jin Lee Kao Tao Sheng Liu Pei Zhong
↳ ↳ ↲ ↲

Feeman Ong
⇓

Bob Keen (Chung Sing), Stephan Ong (Feeman’s son), Geralyn Ligas, Al Difeo (Wah Sing), Ed
and Don Niam (Shan Sing), Bob Krueger (Yee Sing), Tony Van Cuso (Hep Sing), Dick Pitts (Hon
Sing), Ron Mohr (Hong Sing), John Reeper (advanced student), Roger Knopf (advanced
student), Alex/Al Wasil (became the head of Wing Sing after Mr. Feeman Ong passed the next
year on 7-7-1983 RIP)

Hing Sing School’s Kwan Ying Dao lineage:

Instructors Mr. Alex Wasil (Wing Sing School), Mr. Robert/Bob Krueger (Yee Sing), Mr. Ron
Mohr (Hong Sing School https://saxonyskyvineyards.com/HSKYD/), Mr. Mike Biggie (Akron
Kung Fu https://www.akronkungfu.com/index.html)
↳ Instructors Dave Cial, John Plevris and Ron Mohr
(Ron also holds a black belt in ishinryu and Gojuryu karate) → Daniel Hyde

Shu Family Tai Chi Health Systems, Tui Na, Thai Massage and Okazaki massage
Yang Cheng Fu → Prof. Cheng Man Ching → Dr. Ping Siang Tao ↴

Dr. Tony Zayner (https://asianbodyworkclub.wordpress.com/) → Daniel Hyde

We also have links to Yi Chuan, Mixed Martial Arts, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu and Russian Ryabko
Systema Daniel Hyde does not have teaching credentials in these arts above the rank of blue
belt, however they have and do influence his practice of Kwan Ying Dao Kung Fu

● Our Yi Chuan lineage is:
Guo Yun Shen → Wang Xiang Zhai (Yi Chuan founder) + You Pengxi → Yao Zongxun,
Han Xingyuan, Han Xingquao, and Fong Ha → John Chen → Dan Hyde

https://saxonyskyvineyards.com/HSKYD/
https://www.akronkungfu.com/index.html
https://asianbodyworkclub.wordpress.com/


● Since 2018 Daniel Hyde has been periodically practicing Mixed Martial Arts and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu

under Madison Hobbs and Mark Cukro (https://www.youtube.com/@markcukrojiujitsu2322) of the

Pedro Sauer Association: therefore our Brazilian Jiujitsu lineage is as such:

https://graciecommerce.com/history-lineage/

● Since 2010 Daniel Hyde has also been periodically training in a few different branches of Russian

Systema martial and healing techniques from Nick Arestopoulos, Mark Jacobson, Mark Day, and Roy

Hatcher. Systema lineage is as follows:

Michael Ryabko, Vladimir Vasiliev, Val Riazanov→Martin Wheeler, Mark Jacobson, Mark Day, Roy

Hatcher→ Daniel Hyde

I also owe a great thanks to the following others who have helped me gain a deeper understanding of our

shared lineage.

Thank you to Mr. Dave Cial, Mr. Ron Mohr, Steve Hamp (http://stevehamp.com/index.html), Wayne

Shultz, Ron Caporletti, Thomas Jenney and Tim Schafer who have shared their personal history, notes

and training practices from Kwan Ying Dao with me.

https://www.youtube.com/@markcukrojiujitsu2322
https://graciecommerce.com/history-lineage/
http://stevehamp.com/index.html


Last and certainly not least I owe a great deal of thanks to my family, my

faith, my friends, clients, colleagues and students who help me grow with

them daily.



"The aim of the schools- naturally we want to train all of our

students to improve physically and mentally, in how they could be a

better person for themselves, for their family, for the community, and

for their country."

“Our kick is so powerful it kicks the northern dragon out from their sea.”
“Our punch is so fast and powerful it punches the southern tigers from their
mountain.”

-Mr. Feeman Ong

“First rule of teaching our tai chi and really anything in our system is NO GURUS!

No great great grand master. No exuberant titles, everyone I learned under is

now calling themselves great great grandmaster so and so. It is quite ridiculous.

Titles separate people and stops everyone dead in their tracks from improving or

continuing their growth in every way. I learn new stuff all the time from my

friends, and those outside my circle. Wherever you find bits of the Tao explore it

more fully. Respect others, but call people by their name. My name is Tony, call

me Tony, not sifu or any of this other goofy stuff. Teach with an open heart. Love

and care for others, stop cultishness before it starts.”

-Dr. Tony Zayner / (Dr. Shu Jung Yi)


